
 

 

Date 01/06/2018 
 
INVITATION TO QUOTE FOR:  Delivery of ‘Diversity Champions’ training programme 
 
OVERVIEW: 
The West Midlands Museum Development (WMMD) Programme is managed by Ironbridge Gorge 
Museum Trust, supported with funding from Arts Council England (ACE). The programme is part of 
a national scheme to develop, support and enhance the museum sector within the region; through 
a range of activities focussed on driving resilience.  WMMD works to support 141 museums and 
galleries across the region through training, grants and programmes encouraging best practice in all 
aspects of museum work.  
  
The five goals of the programme are to:- 
Drive and celebrate EXCELLENCE; provide the OPPORTUNITY for everyone to experience and be 
inspired by museums; ensure the sector becomes more RESILIENT through innovative and 
entrepreneurial working practices; develop the diversity and skill base of the workforce though 
effective LEADERSHIP; encourage YOUNG PEOPLE to be excited and enriched by museums     
  
THE PROJECT: 
The Diversity Champions scheme is now in its third year. The scheme supports Arts Council 
England’s (ACE) ‘Creative Case for Diversity’ to improve equality, diversity and inclusive practice 
within museums.  The 2018/19 Champions scheme will be aimed at mangers and decision makers 
within the heritage sector who have the authority to implement change within their organisations. 
The programme will focus on providing managers with an introduction to current legislation and 
the nine protected characteristics, the importance of embedding the ‘Creative Case for Diversity’ 
into their organisation and an introduction to writing an Equality Action Plan. We expect the 
response of rural museums to be different to that of urban museums and the training must take 
account of their differing needs.  
 
We are looking for a professional training provider who can deliver: 
 

RESOURCES: 
 Provide a short reflective online assessment tool prior to and post the programme that 

measures the scale of participants’ personal understanding and workplace approach to EDI. 
This should include ‘Unconscious Bias’. 

 Provide a short list of recommended EDI introductory podcasts/ online videos to be 
viewed as preparation for the programme participation 

 Provide a concise directory of links to relevant legislation 



 
TRAINING: 

 Deliver a one day clear and concise ‘Introduction to Equality, Diversity and Inclusion’ 
workshop that makes the moral, legal and business case for EDI 

 Deliver a half day ‘Introduction to the Creative Case for Diversity’ workshop that 
demonstrates how museums can embed the principles of diversity through their 
programming or collections that is accessible and relevant to their local communities. This 
workshop will be supported by WMMD selected examples of best practice  

 Deliver a one day ‘Introduction to developing an Equality Action Plan’ workshop that 
builds on the vision of the ‘Creative Case for Diversity’, reaching out to diverse audiences, 
creating boards that lead on equality and diversity and recruiting and retaining a diverse 
workforce. 
 
IMPACT: 

 Deliver a ‘Train the Trainer’ at the end of the programme workshop that gives participants 
the skills and understanding to deliver a short one hour ‘Introduction to EDI’ information 
session to staff in their own organisation 
 

Timescale: 
We expect the programme to start in September 2018 and finish in March 2019. 
 
Additional areas for discussion include: 
We expect an overview of how you will respond to this brief (no more than four sides of A4). We 
welcome quotes which are inclusive of all the key areas however we will also consider quotes for 
individual key areas if you specialise in a particular field.  Please identify in your proposal if you are 
quoting for the full programme or part. 
 
PROCUREMENT: 
As this work is being funded with public money through Arts Council England, it is imperative that 
we follow ‘best value’ principles when appointing our consultancy partner.  Therefore the 
procedure and timescales we will be following are:- 
 

 Following receipt of this brief interested parties should email 
sarah.griffiths@ironbridge.org.uk no later than 5pm on Friday 29 June 2018 

 Selected companies will be invited to come in to discuss and present their ideas at WMMD 
offices in Ironbridge on Thursday 5 July 2018 
 

Prepared by: 
Sarah Griffiths – West Midlands Museum Development Officer Herefordshire and Worcestershire 
Karen Davies – Director of Museum Development 


